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ABOVE: People pose under a banner after running to support Angel Heart International
Hearts pounding,
adrenaline rushing, friends and
family gather together for one
thing— running. On October 7 8 , 2017, runners participated in
the 33rd Annual JetBlue Long
Beach Marathon along the
scenic Queen Mary and Pacific
Ocean. The 5k run, hosted by
Aquarium of the Pacific, started
at 7 AM on Saturday, October
7, while the full and half
marathon started at 6 AM on
Sunday, October 8. Among the
estimated 17,000 people
participating in the Marathon
that weekend, there was a
special group of 130 running for
Angel Heart International
(AHI).
An Lan, a long-time
AHI volunteer, first learned
about the Marathon through a
th

th

friend, who had previously run
for another organization at the
Marathon. An Lan immediately
thought of involving AHI to
raise more money for surgeries
of children with congenital
heart disease in impoverished
rural areas in China. An Lan
initially thought that organizing
the event would be a relatively
simple and short task; however,
as she and her eldest son, Bryan
Lu, began researching the
Marathon’s website on how to
register an organization, they
quickly realized that the event
was going to be a significantly
larger, more-involved project.
Her estimation of a couple days
work spiraled into a couple
months of organization and
recruitment.

Through social media and
friends, An Lan was able to
inspire others to not only run in
a Marathon but also support
AHI. As word of the event
spread, volunteers of AHI
began fundraising and
spreading awareness about the
organization. While the event
title of “Marathon” seemed
daunting, runners are able to
select different events within
the JetBlue Long Beach
Marathon like the 5k, half
marathon, or full marathon.
Gaining momentum, the initial
number of 90 people running
for AHI propelled to 130.
Through the support of family
and friends, and some
companies matching the
donations, AHI more than
doubled the Marathon’s

prerequisite for the Gold Level
of $10,000, becoming one of
the five charities to achieve the
status. Many AHI runners also
became the JetBlue Long
Beach Marathon’s “Top
Individual” for the most money
raised. In total, AHI’s family
raised $20,485. Thank you so
much to all our volunteers as

you have really become part of
this growing family in our
mission to save children with
congenital heart disease!
CENTER: The AHI core team of
organizers pose in front of the
AHI banner after running.

Taking a More Personal Look

ABOVE: An Lan waves at the camera as she approaches the ABOVE: Lu YuShan, pictured in the middle, successfully
ran the half marathon, individually raising $1,250 Sunday,
finish line in the 5k run Saturday, October 7, 2017.
October 8, 2017.
This year, An Lan and
her family ran supporting AHI.
Through the event, An Lan
found herself connected to a
different community of running
and volunteering clubs through
the social media giant, WeChat.
An Lan inspired 130 people to
run alongside her for AHI. She
was surprised to learn that
although many people liked to
run, they did not know that they
could also run for a charity. In
the Marathon, donors were able
to support their loved ones by
supporting an individual who
was representing a charity. That
is exactly what An Lan did,
individually raising $4,700.

The Marathon proved to
be an excellent gateway of
spreading awareness about
AHI’s movement. Many people
originally signed up for the
Marathon without knowing
what AHI was, yet as families
trained and ran together, they
learned more about AHI and
became more involved. An Lan
concluded that the Marathon
could become a new annual
AHI tradition.
An Lan’s husband, Lu
YuShan, also participated in the
JetBlue Long Beach Marathon.
Although he never formally ran
in a half marathon race before,
he began training by running 4-

5 times a week, traversing
approximately 25 miles to
eventually 35 miles a week.
While training, he met and ran
with many new people, learning
about other runners’ stories on
what inspires them to run. By
sharing his own motivations, Lu
YuShan spread AHI’s message
to his training partners, even
inspiring three co-workers to
contribute to the movement.
As the AHI volunteer
family grows, the children we
serve are able to live a new life.
Thank you again to everyone
for your continuous support and
love!

Meet the Newest AHI Club: Trabuco Hills High School

ABOVE: Club members pose for a photo during one of the card drive meetings.
HOW IT STARTED
Jenny Wang has been part of Angel Heart International for the past four years,
since her high school freshman year. In her junior year, she decided to start an
Angel Heart Club at her school, Trabuco Hills High School, in the hopes of
encouraging her local community to become more aware of congenital heart
disease (CHD) and to raise funds for patient surgeries for the children in Gansu,
China.
WHAT IT DOES
In the last year, this Trabuco Hills Angel Heart Club sold donuts and hosted a
bake sale as part of their fundraising efforts for AHI. This high school club also
made cards for AHI’s patients, even inspiring club members to write simple
Mandarin characters on the cards to better connect with the patients thousands
of miles away, bridging the disconnect from the language barrier. Beyond the
club’s mission to foster a deeper understanding of CHD in the hearts and minds
of those involved, the fundraising from the club is used to completely grant
other children a new life.
PEOPLE INVOLVED
When the club hosted a bake sale, friends and peers offered up their kitchens
and cooking skills to raise money, willingly donating so much time. On the day
that the club decided to decorate cards, they made over 50 cards in a lunch
period. Club members, such as Ananya Kumar, thought it was fun learning
simple Chinese characters to write in the cards. Seeing her peers, head bent over
a sheet of paper, studiously creating a beautiful card for children they have
never met, Jenny thought it was heartwarming to say the least. Ananya’s
favorite part about being in the Angel Heart Club was running the 5k because it
was so cool seeing how people can come together in support of an amazing
organization and cause. Being part of the Angel Heart Club reminds her that
even a high schooler can make a difference in someone else’s life

ABOVE 6 PHOTOS: Some
of the cards that club
members have created.

